Queensland’s historical immigration open data is hugely popular.
What insights can we gain from this and other related open data?

Most users of this data are interested in specific records to learn about their ancestry. Are there other interesting stories to be told more broadly within or across the dataset/s?

Can we compare or contrast this historical data with more modern open data relating to populations or international migration?

Here are some datasets to start with – Open Data Portal – immigration

How to prepare your solution:

1. Think about the challenge questions and additional information.

2. Search for data to use. Your solution must use at least one dataset from [data.qld.gov.au](http://data.qld.gov.au) however, you can also include data from other sources.

3. Develop a unique, creative solution to the challenge questions. Check out last year’s winners for some examples.

4. Prepare your 3-minute video based on GovHack’s guidelines.

5. Submit your solution, including the video, and a minimum viable product via the Hackerspace.

6. Get ready for the awards night!
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